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Mission Statement
“The Spider Club provides a fun, responsible, social learning experience, centred on spiders,
their relatives and on nature in general.”

Who are we?

The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit organisation. Our aim is to encourage an
interest in arachnids –especially spiders and scorpions – and to promote this interest and the
study of these animals by all suitable means.
Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any
committee member for information.
Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops and exhibits are
arranged from time to time. A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this
newsletter and updated on line from time to time.

Contact us.
WEBSITE: http://www.spiderclub.co.za

E-MAIL ADDRESS: info@spiderclub.co.za

Visit our website and send us photos and news that we can post there!

Find us on Facebook

f

… At Spider Club of Southern Africa.

Committee
Paul Cowan

082 773 5724

paul@spiderclub.co.za

Editor

Joan Faiola

082 565 6025

joan@spiderclub.co.za

Treasurer

Jaco le Roux

083 258 8969

jaco@spiderclub.co.za

Astri Leroy

073 168 7187

info@spiderclub.co.za

Webmaster

Steve Rubin

084-617-0800

steve@sodwanabay.com

P.R.O.

Peet van der Ark

071 609 5790

peetvda@vodamail.co.za
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From the Hub and from the Editor

For the moment I am wearing two hats,
that of editor and that of chairman-by-default.
Our real editor, Joan Faiola, is back working full time often from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. and has simply been
unable to fit collecting material, collating, editing and writing the current The Spider Club News. As
anyone who has edited a club newsletter knows that it is not for the fainthearted. It takes a lot of
time and effort and I am very aware that Joan’s editing act is a hard one to follow. Please bear with
me as an interim editor.
You will see that we have had our Annual General meeting and that we have sadly said goodbye to
Charlotte Livingstone who (quite wrongly) feels she has not contributed much and to the longestserving member of the Spider Club committee, Miemmie Byrch. Paul Cowan will be taking over as
membership secretary, Jaco le Roux remains as treasurer and Astri remains chairman-by-default.
We welcome Peet van der Ark as our P.R.O. and Steve Rubin as our webmaster. Yes our new website
is ALMOST ready to go live!
There are two new books on the arachnological scene, “Spider Research in the 21ST Century, trends
and perspectives” a major work by some of the world’s top arachnologist and Spiders of the Savanna
Biome by some of our home grown top arachnologists.
The Outdoor Eco expo was a resounding success and we will doubtless exhibit there again next year,
Sammy Marks Museum market day on 17th June was rather poorly attended but still fun (see our front
page picture - no report) and we had a wonderful time in the Eastern Cape making new friends for
spiders and members for the Spider Club. The unexpected death of our new friend and host in the
Eastern Cape shocked us to the core.
Dr Charles Haddad has named a new corinnid from that part of the world and the scientific
community needs to sit up and notice the descriptions of Taranturaptor and Spidershark – scary
beasts those! Equally scary is a newspaper clipping I found from the Natal Witness in 1990. That is a
long time ago!
Some news snippets and a fine photo gallery finish this newsletter. Let’s hope Joan can find time to do
the next one I am desperately aware that I cannot fill those editor shoes!
Arachnologically yours Astri
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NEW BOOKS

SPIDER RESEARCH in the 21ST CENTURY trends and perspectives.
320 pages, hard cover, published by Siri Scientific Press, 2013 Edited by David Penney with a foreword
by Norman I. Platnick (Only available from Siri Scientific Press at £83.00 and paid for in
£ sterling.
Ouch!)

I really cannot review this amazing book; I have neither the knowledge, expertise nor the temerity to
do so! There are 9 chapters by 16 of the world’s top arachnologists and most of the content stretches
my intellect considerably. I would probably have to read each chapter, slowly and least three times to
be sure I understood, so I will just give you the bare bones and highlights of some stuff I DO
understand. Check the chapter headings and if you REALLY understand exactly what they mean, then
it may be worth your while to spend £83.00. On the other hand it might be cheaper to buy a ticket to
the UK and see if you can find it in a library.
The chapters are as follows:
 Chapter 1 Biodiversity: An African Perspective by R. Jocqué, M. Alderweireldt and A.
Dippenaar-Schoeman. (Our OWN continent and our own scientific friends, lovely!)
 Chapter 2 Systematics: Progress in the study of spider diversity and evolution
I. Agnarsson, J.A. Coddington, M. Kunter. What I have read of this is fascinating.
 Chapter 3 Evolutionary Ecology: Linking traits, selective pressures and ecological functions J.
Moya-Laraño, M.W. Foellmer, S. Pekár, M.A. Arnedo, T. Bilde, Y. Lubin. I found the emphasis
on spiders as model organisms for evolutionary ecology studies very interesting, covering as it
does amongst other things, extreme sexual dimorphism, the evolution of mimicry and various
phases of group living in spiders.
 Chapter 4 Biogeography: from testing patterns to understanding processes in spider and
related arachnids R G Gillespie. (Rosie Gillespie and I come from the same village in Scotland!)
A sentence in her chapter that resonated with me is: - “In particular, taxonomy is key to
understanding the organisms we are looking at, and field-based research is essential for
developing insights into how natural systems work …” For us amateurs without access to
modern technological wizardry such as genomics, computed tomography and even the old-hat
scanning electron microscope, it is a lifeline!
 Chapter 5 Genetics and Genomics: The arrival of a new molecular era of spider research S.L.
Goodacre. Whoa … this takes some concentration.
 Chapter 6 Agroecology: Trait composition, spatial relationships, trophic interactions
K.Bierkhofer, M.E. Entling, Y. Lubin.
 Chapter 7 Why are spiders good models for research? M.E. Herberstein, E. Hebets.
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Chapter 8 Spider Silk: An ancient biomaterial for the 21 st century J.Garb. Having heard a lot
about the medical applications last year in Sweden, I found this chapter captivating as seen
from the arachnological angle rather than the medical one. Jessica details the enormous
differences among the products of different silk glands in different groups of spiders,
questions whether spitting spider “spit” really does include silk proteins and wants more
research to confirm whether or not silk is produced by the tarsi of some tarantulas.
Chapter 9 Palaeontology: Interpretation and application of the spider fossil record
D.
Penney. Ah, palaeontology! As always I am amazed at what can be inferred from the fossil
remains, but of course technology is leaping ahead with that computed tomography stuff.

This is a wonderful addition to your arachnological library but horrendously expensive for us in South
Africa. It is a shame that the author (I do not know who it is) who was going to contribute a chapter
on venom had to pull out at the last minute. We NEED as final a word as possible on this contentious
subject. Maybe next time David?

Spiders of the

SAVANNA BIOME, Authors: Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman, Stefan Foord

& Charles Haddad.
134 pages, soft cover, published by the University of Venda, Thohoyandou and the Agricultural Research Council,
Pretoria, illustrated throughout. Retail price + - R180.00. Available from The Spider Club, info@spiderclub.co.za,
direct from Dr Dippenaar at dippenaara@arc.agic.za at PPRI or from Adventures with Nature www.awn.co.za.
This is another must-have in the series of spider books detailing those found in the various biomes in South
Africa. The Savanna biome is the largest in South Africa and the richest in spider species, so you will find
descriptions, illustrations and descriptive characteristics of the majority of spiders you are likely to come across
in a huge chunk of South Africa. As with the previous book in this series, “Spiders of the Kalahari biome”, there is
an introduction to spiders, an explanation of the biome, notes of the National Survey of Arachnida, spider
morphology, spider conservation, etc. Then the spiders are sorted into guilds: burrow dwellers, ground dwellers,
plant and web dwellers then into families alphabetically which seems logical. I am not entirely sure what the
intended audience/readership is because although there is a glossary, I think a lot of the scientific language will
be difficult for many. For those of us who are familiar with the names of spider families it is easy to find your
way around and for those who are not, the illustrations are a huge help. I was a bit worried to read on the page
on morphology that the “metatarsi are provided with claws”, surely it is the tarsi?
It will certainly open the eyes of many people to the huge number of spider species and their diversity in our part
of the world. Highly recommended

EVENTS REPORTS
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As its name shows, the Outdoor Expo was visited by thousands of people who enjoy nature, the outdoors and
camping with plenty stalls showing equipment, camping stuff and so on, to spend their money on!
It was a cold early morning for us but we soon warmed up, telling people about our 8 legged friends. The stand
that pulled the most interest was our SPIDER CLUB stand. (As usual!) Rush hour never stopped with Jaco giving
almost everybody a fright with a rain spider – first you hear a scream and 5 minutes later the screamer will stand
with a rain spider on her hand. In fact give a big spider to little girl and she has no problem, they have more guts
than their parents or brothers and will happily handle rain spiders and scorpions. One little 5 year old returned
every half an hour or so to learn more about them and every now and then her father found her at the Spider
Club stand with a huge scorpion on her hand.
The Outdoor Expo was the busiest I’ve ever helped with. It is amazing how our 8 legged friends can steal the
show and it’s wonderful when people learn that spiders and scorpions are no threat and how important they are
in the balance of nature. Report by Peet van der Ark (translated by Astri!)
SPIDERING IN THE EASTERN CAPE
In 2011 Janet Calder from East London attended Spider Club AGM and asked wistfully if we ever went to the
Eastern Cape. Well we do - Allet Honiball (now Allet Lewis) led a field trip to Baviaanskloof some years back - so
why not again? Jim Calder is Chairman of the Eastern Cape branch of the Wildlife and Environment Society and
asked his friends, Glynne and Dave Godfrey for help. Without knowing us they offered their holiday home at
Riet River Mouth as a base. Their generosity, hospitality and all round friendliness were quite amazing. Despite
careful panning there were some anxious moments regarding accommodation and “entertainment” but
eventually everything fell neatly into place.
John and I arrived at Riet River Mouth on Sunday to be greeted by a diminutive blonde in a leather hat, Sandi
Richter. A little later Janet and Jim Calder arrived and we took possession of the two best guest rooms as befits
first-comers! It was strange to settle into someone’s home in their absence but Sandi showed us the ropes, gave
us keys, a few instructions and with a cheery “see you tomorrow” left us to our own devices.
Sandi Richter.

Photo John Richter.

Monday morning Sean Allen, Joey, Leanne and Karin arrived bright and early from P.E. As soon as they unpacked,
we were off to Pig Island where John and Sandi live in an old farmhouse. It is not an island and has no pigs (!)
but is a wonderful patch of Albany Thicket about 15 kilometers inland, bounded by two small rivers which when
they flood, do kind of make it an island. Sean’s BMW took one look at the access road and point-blank refused to
even go in. It was a drive into wonderland, the thick bush interspersed with euphorbias, porkbush and southern
date palms was fascinating and wildly exotic for us from the Highveld! The Richters are passionate about the
place and look after it for Glynne. We had a quick cuppa while exploring their delightfully overgrown garden
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which was FULL of spiders. All the cameras were clicking away like tiny machine guns! Just outside their
garden, John Richter showed us a baboon spider Augacephalus sp. and an enormous trapdoor spider in the
family Ctenizidae, probably Stasimopus artifex. He poked a stick into the trapdoor burrow and the spider
immediately attacked it, sinking her fangs into the stick to be fished out for all to see. You should have heard the
shrieks of terror from the Port Elizabeth ladies every time the spider so much as twitched a leg but they kept on
taking photos! Two days later we received a message that an elderly neighbour had found a “big black spider” in
her kitchen and her carer had put it in a coffee jar for us to see. It turned out to be a male ctenizid, probably
also Stasimopus artifex which is apparently common in the area!

Photo John Leroy

Photo Astri Leroy

Stasimopus sp. Female and male, probably both Stasimopus artifex
Lunch and many spiders later we returned to the coast and at last met our hosts, Dave and Glynne Godfrey.
Glynne is a lovely elegant lady and Dave was a wonderful host. We were absolutely devastated to hear he died,
th
very suddenly on 28 of May. (See page 11.)

Isoxya cicatrosa

Thomisus daradiodes

Thyenula magna

All above are John Leroy’s photos.

Tuesday we spent on the coast walking east past the Three Sisters (strange rock-capped, bushy “islands” in a sea
of sand). On the protected, landward side of the sisters were webs of various kinds, festooned with sand but
most of the owners were unwilling to be seen. One particular orb-web caught my eye (see “From the
Hub/Editor, page 3.) but when I tried to collect the spider, she dropped to the ground and scuttled into a crevice,
so I left her in peace.
Just below the high-tide line, Janet and I found the retreats of Amaurobius africanus - family Anyphaenidae, the
sea-shore spider - on the lee-side of a small sandstone pinnacle. Where there are no useful shells they don’t
seem to need them to construct their shelters but any dent in the rock will do.

Janet Calder’s finger pointing
Amaurobius africanus female.
to a retreat. (The centre photo by John Leroy and the other two Astri Leroy.)

A africanus in her retreat

The Port Elizabeth contingent and the Calders left on Tuesday evening which was a shame because the next day
we visited the Kap River Nature Reserve at the confluence of the Great Fish and Kap Rivers where we found
more wonderful spiders. Mary and Kevin Cole from the East London museum joined us. Mary studies land snails
and Kevin know the geology, ecology and history of that part of the Eastern Cape really well. They are a lovely
interesting couple who don’t consider an interest in spiders to be weird!
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John found another huge cork-lid trapdoor spider, Stasimopus sp., maybe another S artifex. This one had a load
of mites on her carapace. Under the “skirt” of an aloe was an extensive web of a large velvet spider
Gandanameno sp., family Eresidae, stretching from around half a metre above ground to ground level, and on
the grassy plain near the road were numerous webs of Stegodyphus sp., community nest spiders also Eresidae,
all were immature so we don’t know which species. John photographed Gea sp. in her perfect orb web and using
the sweep net we found several really nice jumping spiders in the genera Evarcha, Thyene and I think Bianor.
Sweeping is a prime way to quickly checking the spiders in the herb, grass and low bush layers and so far I have
not had a chance to check all the specimens. One that I have checked was quite a small male huntsman spider
(family Sparassidae) which I think is a species in the genus Panaratella.

Kevin Cole (reclining) Glynne Godfrey, Mary Cole (standing), Dave Godfrey and John Leroy at Kap River Nature Reserve.

After a picnic lunch the Godfreys and Coles had to leave and John and I checked a small patch of forest which
yielded a completely different set of spiders: Vidole sp. I think Vidole capensis, Argyrodes convivans in a Nephila
web (the Nephila was not at home, so I don’t know which one) a clubionid (which I have not yet been able to
place in a genus) and my very first theridiosomatid (ray spider) amongst others. In a rotting log we collected
three different species of Opiliones which Leon Lotz has kindly identified for us: Geamontia bifidens, Adaeulum
areolatum and Metabiantes pusulosus and a patch of tall weeds near the banks of the Fish River yielded several
species of crab spiders to my sweep net.
Once I have gone through and managed to identify the rest of the spiders from Kap River and Pig Island I will
send lists to the land owners.
Astri Leroy.
June 2013.
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SCIENTIFIC NEWS
(This is not all that new but there wasn’t space in the previous newsletter.)

Copa kei a newly described species in the family Corinnidae
Haddad, C.R., Zookeys 276: 1-37.

Copa kei, a newly described spider species, lives in forests along the eastern South African coast.
Photo: Charles Richard Haddad.
A new ground-dwelling species of South African spider has been discovered. The medium-size arachnid is
distinguishable by a black dot on its back and its restricted habitat range. It’s called Copa kei, named after a town
near the Great Kei River, and reported March 6 in Zookeys.
Arachnologist Charles Richard Haddad of South Africa’s University of the Free State found the new spider while
studying Afrotropical spiders in the Copa genus. Copa spiders are shaped like wolf spiders, and hide among the
leaves littering the ground. Until now, Copa had comprised four spider species, including the brightly coloured C.
flavoplumosa. But after poking around near the town of Kei Mouth, Haddad realized that instead of four species,
there were only two — and one, Copa kei, was new.

Copa flavoplumosa hides among the leaves littering forest floors. Photos: Charles Richard Haddad.
It turned out that Copa flavoplumosa, first described in 1885, was a bit more diverse than expected, and now
includes the former Copa benina Strand and Copa benina nigra species. The colourful arachnid displays extreme
habitat flexibility, living in Afrotropical leafy forests, woodland savannas, and semi-arid deserts, from Guinea to
Tanzania, Nigeria to South Africa. Copa kei, on the other hand, only lives in the coastal forests on South Africa’s
eastern edge.
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Silly science …
Taranturaptor
A large, spiderlike creature, the Taranturaptor (Escensu aranea) has a leg span that can span 4 meters across.
That's, like, 20 times the size of your face.

"Spend enough time scouring the dense rain forests of Belize and you are bound to come across signs
of the Taranturaptor," wrote Kyle Hill, who dreamed up the critter. "While you are deep in the jungle,
a Taranturaptor likely has its eyes on you." The creature's huge and valuable exoskeleton makes it a
target for poachers, Hill notes, meaning its population hovers between 5,000 and 10,000 individuals.
"While efforts to save the species and information campaigns to clear their fearsome reputation have
been moderately successful, few zoos want to take on the risk in displaying this beast to the public,"
Hill writes. "The San Diego Zoo is still paying out civil suit settlements."
Illustration: Alex Babakitis.

Spidershark This has to be one of the best and scariest species of landshark ever imagined. And also, it's
completely adorable. How can you not want to hug this many-eyed creature?
As the original inspiration for this gallery, the elasmorachnid occupies a special place in this pantheon of
preposterous critters.
Illustration: Calene Luczo [Portfolio]

Ref: “Taranturaptor, Pandaroo and other animal hybrids we wish existed” by Nadia Drake, Wired Science, www.wired.com,
03.06.2013.
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PEOPLE and SPIDEY BITES (News snippets)

In memoriam
After our wonderful few days in the Eastern Cape staying with the
most hospitable couple, Glynne and Dave Godfrey, we were
stunned to hear that Dave died suddenly, in his own bed in East
London, of a heart attack on 28th May. We feel immensely
privileged to have had a chance to get to know him a little. He
struck us as a warm and caring man, was a wonderful host,
excellent raconteur with wide and varied interests, fascinated by
all aspects of life and interested in everything that went on
around him.
On behalf of The Spider Club we extend our deepest sympathy to
Glynne and their children, his relatives and many friends in the
Eastern Cape and further afield. His larger-than-life presence will
be sorely missed.

Our Facebook page is going like a Boeing with many lengthy comments by one, Jon Richfield.
Jon is Cape Town based and Norman Larsen met up with him and Deon van Zyl at the Iziko
South African Museum open day recently. Norman tells us that they are both very interesting
(what spider people are NOT?) and that Jon Richfield is a computer bof. (Norman’s word) at
one of the large companies and is a qualified entomologist. Facebook has also introduced us
to another superb photographer and meticulous recorder of spiders, Nicolette Josling. See
our photo gallery on pages 14 and 15. Go Facebook!
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While tidying up some old files I came across this ANCIENT clipping of a much younger me in the Natal Witness at
the 3rd meeting of the RGSAA (Research Group for the Study of African Arachnids) which was held at

the Natal Museum in Pietermaritzburg, from 16-20 July 1990 and was organized by Peter Croeser. It
was attended by 46 people, including researchers from Belgium and Germany, and 19 papers and 7
posters were discussed. A post-colloquium trip was undertaken to Fanie’s Island in the Greater St Lucia
Wetland Park (now the Isimangaliso Wetland Park).
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At the Outdoor Expo huge public interest was shown at our stand. Somehow our brochures never got there and
it became apparent that we needed something easy to hand out to the public. Jaco and Joan came up with the
idea of a business card which Irmi designed. It is nice and simple and just sufficient detail for people to contact
us. Any club member will be able to hand them out and personal contact numbers can be written on the back.

In his travels around Gauteng Martin Paulsen went through Muldersdrift village and noticed that the Spider’s
Web pub and pizzeria - see the front cover of Newsletter Vol.28 #1 of March 2012 “an interesting drinking hole”
- has closed or is under new management. It is now called “The Cradle of Humankind Post Office Pub and Grill –
Atmosphere after 100 years.” Without the old name it loses whatever appeal it had and despite the new name
looks very much the same as last year with similar clientele.
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BRITISH ARACHNOLOGY
The academic journal of the British Arachnological Society, previously the “Bulletin of the British Arachnological
Society” has been renamed simply “Arachnology” to make it more inclusive of papers and short
communications on all aspects of arachnology from around the world and not just the United Kingdom. The
Acari – mites – are of course excluded.

PHOTO GALLERY by Nicolette Josling
As has happened before our Facebook page is filled with wonderful images by people taking photos of arachnids
all over Africa. Lately Nicolette Josling who lives with her nature conservator husband at Kalkfontein Dam
Nature Reserve in the Free State has been taking photos of all and any spider she can find to compile a species
list. To get identifications she’s been posting them on Facebook but she is so observant that she has found and
photographed spiders that no one is able to definitely identify, some we cannot even put into a family! Here is
a sample of her work of spiders we have been able to identify, at least to family level:

Xerophaeus sp. Golden ground spider in the family Gnaphosidae.

A wolf spider from the side. Family Lycosidae.
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The wolf spider’s face, showing eyes. Family Lycosidae.

A male hairy field spider, family Araneidae.
Neoscona sp. Maybe N hirta.

A huntsman spider, Olios sp. family Sparassidae.

Daddy long-legs, Smeringopus sp.
Family Pholcidae. Changing skin.

A jumping spider, Thyene sp. family Salticidae
Spider Club News June 2013.
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DIARY
NOT ONE BUT TWO Workshop and Sorting Sessions at A.R.C., P.P.R.I. Roodeplaat Campus.

Saturday 20th July, 2013: 9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. (Including snacks and a light lunch). AND ANOTHER
th
ONE!! 7 August, 2013: Same time same place.

We have arranged another sorting session at the Arachnology Department of the Plant Protection Research
Institute, Biosystematics Division at the ARC Roodeplaat campus. This is one of our most popular events when
we help, or at least attempt to help the arachnologists in the Biosystematics department to sort and identify as
far as we can the THOUSANDS of spiders from surveys they have received from all around the country.
Microscopes, specimens, hands-on help and a light lunch will be provided. It is a wonderful way to learn how to
identify spiders and a spin-off is that it should help to equip citizen scientists (us!) with the skills to become more
proficient at identifying spiders and so be able to help the professionals. Come on everyone!! Robin and team do
a great lunch and are there to help when we get stuck. No charge but BOOKING ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL For
bookings and directions please contact Paul Cowan on info@spiderclub.co.za or Paul@spiderclub.co.za or on
his cell 082 773-5724.
The organizing committee of the African Arachnological Society (AFRAS) asked us to circulate an invitation to
th
their 11 Colloquium in the Free State early next year. It is a special event and well worth attending. You are
not obliged to present anything and you don’t have to have vast knowledge of arachnids. The parties are good
too! 

2014

th

rd

19 – 23 January, 2014. The 11th Colloquium of the African Arachnological Society
The African Arachnological Society and the Organizing Committee are pleased to invite members of the
arachnological community and accompanying persons to participate in the 11th Colloquium of the African
Arachnological Society. It will be jointly hosted by the University of the Free State and National Museum,
Bloemfontein. The Colloquium will be held at the Amanzi Private Game Reserve near Brandfort in the Free State
Province, South Africa, from the evening of the 19th of January to the morning of the 23rd of January 2014. For
more information on the venue, you can visit http://amanzigame.co.za. Further details will be posted soon on
the website of the African Arachnological Society at http://afras.ufs.ac.za. We are looking forward to seeing you
there!
rd

PROPOSED FIELD TRIP on the long weekend 21 - 23 March 2014 to Kalkfontein Dam Nature Reserve, Free
State, please keep this weekend free. More later.
Keep your eyes on your e-mail and our Facebook page as other events may be organized, sometimes at quite short notice.
We will attempt to give you fair warning.
And remember that Norman Larsen is at the Cape Union Mart Adventure Centre, Canal walk in Cape Town every Saturday
between 11 a.m. and 12 noon to demonstrate and talk about SPIDERS!
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